New Frontiers for Electromagnetic Wave Manipulation

Abstract: The interaction of electromagnetic waves with materials underpins a large variety of phenomena we are familiar with from our everyday experience, as well as many devices that have a large impact in our lives, from cellphone antennas and weather radars, to optical fibers and lasers. Interestingly, with the advent of metamaterials, nanophotonics, and nanotechnology in the past decades, several examples of anomalous wave-matter interactions have been demonstrated, which may pave the way for a new generation of devices and applications.

In this talk, we will review some of our recent works in developing novel approaches to manipulate electromagnetic waves, and our efforts in understanding some of their fundamental limits and tradeoffs. We will focus on topics at the frontier of this broad area of research, with emphasis on new approaches to control (1) light scattering (invisibility devices, etc.), (2) light confinement (bound states in the continuum), (3) optical forces, and (4) light guiding (topological/nonreciprocal wave-guiding systems).
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